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1. Introduction 
Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) become a popular research tool recently. In front of the sea of SNP 
data, Researchers need powerful tools to analyze millions of SNPs accurately and efficiently. The fGWAS 
Software (Functional Genome-wide Association Studies) is developed as a powerful platform for this purpose 
based on several statistical models developed by the Center for Statistical Genetics, PSU. 
  
Firstly, the group lasso model is integrated into this software. This model can put all SNPs together and 
estimate the additive and dominant effects of these SNP simultaneously. Because the amount of SNP could be 
very huge and the number of MCMC iterations in the group lasso is high, we implement this model in C/C++ 
to get efficient computations. 
 
This guide gives a brief instruction on how to use it in the GWAS analysis. The outline of this guide is as 
follows. 
 
Section 1: Introduction 
Section 2: Architecture 
Section 3: Input data format 
Section 4: GUI program 
Section 5: Group lasso model 
Section 6: References 
 
We refer to Jiahan Li el at.(2011) for the theoretical foundation of this package. If you appreciate this 
software then please cite the following paper in your work: 
 

1. Jiahan Li, Runze Li and Rongling Wu. Bayesian Group LASSO for Varying-coefficient Models With 
Application to Functional Genome-wide Association Studies (working paper) 
 

2. Architecture 
 

The fGWAS aims at building a general platform to analyze SNP data with longitudinal or functional data. 
This platform not only provides a basic frame to implement a computational model, but also provides a 
uniform graphic user interface to the end-users. The following figure shows the system configuration of the 
fGWAS software. 
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Generally the fGWAS integrates two types of program, GUI program and model program. The GUI program 
displays a friendly user interface which implements project management, task management and data 
visualization. The end-users create a data analysis project by selecting phenotype file and multiple genotype 
files. Because so far just one model (Bayesian Group Lasso) is integrated into this system, the users don’t 
need to select a model to fit the data. If the projects are ready to run, the end-users can decide how many 
tasks can be performed in parallel according to the CPU’s number. During the tasks’ execution, the GUI 
program will detect their status and show their progress to the end-users. After the tasks are completed, the 
GUI program can show and export the results. 
 
The program implements the details of the algorithms which can investigate the relationship between 
phenotypic data and genotypic data. In order to obtain a high speed, we do it in C/C++ language based on our 
framework and the R library. So our program can be run in the operating systems which the R can run. The 
program can be executed in two ways. It is simple to run them under the GUI program. The GUI program 
feeds these models the parameters and asks them to output the status while running. After the model’s 
execution is completed successfully, the GUI program can show the results to the end-users. Another way to 
run the programs is in command line mode. The end-users have to understand the parameters and prepare 
some configuration files in advance. The section 5 will explain what commands apply to the Bayesian Group 
Lasso. 
 
So far the fGWAS just has a windows version. It is very easy to install it under the windows OS after you 
download a setup file. The users can check the following URL to get a newest version. 
 
http://statgen.psu.edu/software/fgwas.html 
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Which data are involved in the GWAS? The answer is phenotypic data and genotypic data. Every model 
program may have different requirements for the data format. The following section will explain the data 
format based on the Group Lasso model (Glasso). 
 
3.1. Phenotype file 
 
The Glasso is based on the following statistical model. It deals with longitudinal dataset which includes Y 
(response variable), X (discrete covariate) and Z (continuous time covariate) columns. The fGWAS software 
loads CSV file and read the variables as the column names of Y, X_1, Z_1, X_2, Z_2 and so forth. 
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The following picture gives us a snapshot of the phenotypic data for the Glasso model. 
 

 

3.2. Genotype file 
 

PLINK software [2] is a popular tool to analyze the genome association. We first use PLINK dataset in the 
fGWAS system. Besides PLINK data, a new genotypic data will be introduced in this section. 
 

3.2.1. PLINK data 
 

Although PLINK software can output data in a couple of format, the fGWAS system only uses the transposed 
SNP matrices which are TPED file and TFAM file. The end-users can get them by the following command in a 
PLINK console. 
 

> plink --file {data_file} --recode --chr {1} --out {oufile} --transpose --noweb 

 
The output contains two text files: TPED file containing SNP and genotype information where one row is a 
SNP; TFAM file containing individual and family information where one row is an individual. The following 
table gives us an example: 
 

TPED file TFAM file 
Column: 
1 chr 
2 snp id 

3 genetic distance 
4 base-pair position 
5/6 allel1  

Column: 
1 Family ID 
2 Individual ID 

3 Paternal ID 
4 Maternal ID 
5 Sex (1=male; 2=female..) 
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7/8 allel2 
… 

6 Phenotype 

Data: 
1 snp1 0 5000650 A A A C C C A C C C C C   

1 snp2 0 5000830 G T G T G G T T G T T T           

Data: 

1  1  0  0  1  1 

2  1  0  0  1  1 

3  1  0  0  1  1 

4  1  0  0  1  2 

5  1  0  0  1  2 

6  1  0  0  1  2 

 

 
TPED/TFAM format can be loaded and analyzed conveniently. However, since SNP data is so huge, we have 
to analyze them by each chromosome, and then merge these partial results into a whole output. 
      
3.2.2. Simple SNP data 
 

In order to use simulated data in the Glasso model, the fGWAS system uses a new genotype format to save 
these SNP data. In this new data format which is called SIMPLE data, three genotypes and missing data are 
defined as the following. 
 

0, if the genotype of subject i at SNP j is AA 
1, if the genotype of subject i at SNP j is Aa 
2, if the genotype of subject i at SNP j is aa 

-9: missing data 

 
The following picture gives us a snapshot of the SIMPLE data set. 

 

 
 

 

4. GUI program 
 

The GUI program is developed by QT software which is a cross-platform application and UI framework. The 
QT now supports Windows, Linux, Mac and other mobile platforms. Theoretically, the GUI program can be 
complied and run in most desktop platforms. 
 

To implement a GWAS analysis in the GUI program, the end-users don’t need to learn the interface’s details 
of every model program. All analytical works should be easily operated by clicking mouse. Generally, the 
program requires the end-users to create a project file to start their studies. After the end-users start up the 
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GUI program, an empty project is created automatically. One phenotype file and multiple genotype files can 
be appended into the project. For the Glasso model, the data analysis is performed by two steps, variable 
selection and refit procedure. The end-users can decide to do two steps automatically or do them one by one 
manually. 
 
Once the phenotype file is imported into the project, the end-users can display these curves according to the 
phenotypic data. After the refit procedure, the additive/dominant profile and the estimated time-varying 
additive/ dominant curves for the significant SNP are available to display and export. 
 

4.1. Project operation 
The project can be created, loaded and saved by clicking the menus in the GUI program. The fGWAS system 
not only keeps the phenotype and genotype dataset information, but also includes the information of the 
result files, log files and parameters. The contents of a project are shown in the workspace of the GUI 
program. Or the users can check the project by clicking the “Project Properties” menu. The following graph 
shows a simple project in the GUI program. 
 
 

 
 

4.2. Data input 
The datasets and the computing programs are correlated to each other. Here we only discuss the datasets. 
Note that the Glasso model deals with two types of dataset, real data encoded by the PLINK tools and 
simulation data defined by the fGWAS system.  
 
4.2.1. PLINK data 
 
There is one format for phenotypic data in fGWAS system and one phenotype file in every project. The 
end-users can select a CSV file in the dialog of “Selecting phenotype file” which is shown in the following 
graph. If the end-users select it one more time, the previous phenotype file is replaced by a new one. If all Z 
variables in the phenotypic data are between -1 and 1, it means Z variables have been normalized. So the 
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end-users should check the item of “Time normalized” and then the normalization operation won’t be 
performed in the Glasso model.  
 

 
 
For the PLINK datasets, genotype files can be loaded in the dialog of “Loading PLINK data” which is shown 
in the following graph. Once the TPED and TFAM files are imported into the project, the corresponding item 
will be appended into the workspace of the GUI program. The end-users can load multiple PLINK datasets, 
but cannot append SIMPLE datasets into a project which has included a PLINK dataset. 
 

 
 
 
4.2.2. Simulation 
 
Simulation is a powerful tool to test and study the statistical properties of our model. The parameters are set 
up in the following dialog and the data is generated by the Glasso model. In this dialog, we set up 3 additive 
SNPs at 50th, 100th and 150th SNP and 3 dominant SNPs at 75th, 125th and 150th SNP. Because the group value 
is greater than 1, the Glasso model will generate multiple SNP data file to be used for merging test. 
 

 
 
It is not easy to create new parameters every time. So the end-users can save the parameters and use them again by clicking 
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load and save button, or use default button to get a default setting. After parameters setting and data generating, the SNP data 
files are inserted into the workspace of the GUI program automatically. 
 

4.3. Task action 
After the phenotypic data and genotypic data are imported in the project, the project is ready to perform the 
computation. The Glasso employs two steps to estimate the additive and dominant effects, so the end-users 
can select “variable selection” and “variable selection and refit” to start the computation. If the end-users just 
select variable selection, the refit procedure can be selected separately once the variable selection is finished. 
If multiple genotype files are involved into the computation, the end-users should do the variable selection 
for all genotypic data first and then select “merge and refit” procedure to get final results. 
 
The task actions’ menu is shown in the following. At the bottom of the menu list, stop action is provided to 
stop the running process. 

 

4.4. Data visualization 
 
Phenotypic data and the results of the Glasso model are available now. 
 
4.4.1. Phenotype data 
 
After the phenotype file is imported, the end-users can click the “Show data” menu to view the individual’s 
curves as shown in the following picture. All curves are plotted jointly in the left side and separately in the 
right side.  
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4.4.2. Results 
 
Once the variable selection or refit procedures are finished, the end-users can click the “Show result” menu to 
view the additive/dominant profiles and the effect curves of significant SNPs. The following picture is a 
snapshot from a simulation test. 
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..) 
 

4.5. Options 
For the Glasso model, some options can be customized before the Glasso model is executed. The following 
dialog shows all customizable items. In this dialog, it is very important to specify a correct folder and 
executable Glasso model. The option of “Refit norm” decides how strong SNP will be selected to do the refit 
procedure. 
 

 

 

 
The following table gives a brief explanation for these options. 
 

No Options Description 

1 MCMC iteration Indicate how many MCMC sample will be performed 
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2 SNP count in one MCMC Indicate how many SNPs are put into MCMC procedure. 

3 Burn in round Indicate how many sample results will be ignored after the MCMC procedure starts  

4 Rho tuning         

5 Refit norm Indicate how strong SNP will be selected to do the refit procedure. 

6 Glasso application Specify the execute file of the Glasso model. 

7 Work folder  

 

 

5. Glasso model 
 
The Glasso model is the first component in our fGWAS architecture. It employs Bayesian Group LASSO to 
identify the significant SNPs that affect longitudinal traits through additive and dominant genetic actions. 
The whole analysis process includes two steps: variable selection and refit procedure. The Glasso model 
implements these two procedures and provides four commands to the end-users, including PLINK, SIMPLE, 
MEREG and SIMULATE command. 
 
The Glasso model is a command line tool which can be compiled in the platforms supported by the R project. 
We combine fGWAS framework and R library to make our models to gain high speed and good compatibility. 
In the console, you can get the help information just to type –h command, for example: 
 

>C:¥temp¥Rdev¥Glasso>glasso  

Usage: glasso command options: 

 

where 'command' is one of: 

 SIMULATE  Do simulation according to a parameter file. 

 SIMPLE    Estimate additive and dominant effect for SIMPLE data format. 

 PLINK     Estimate additive and dominant effect for PLINK data. 

 MERGE     Merge multiple results obtained from PLINK or SIMULATE command. 

            

Use glasso command --help 

for usage information for each command. 

 
 
When the GUI program executes the variable selection and refit procedure, it calls the commands provided by the Glasso 
model. The Glasso model performs the computation according to the command options. It also gives the GUI program some 
status information to indicate the task’s progress.  
 
Although the GUI program can downgrades the complication of fGWAS model, it is difficult to cooperate with other script 
tools, for example, Shell script or Portable Batch System script under the LINUX platform. The following section shows the 
Glasso model’s functions and how to use them in the scripts. 

 

5.1. PLINK command 
The PLINK dataset can be loaded and analyzed by the PLINK command. The following messages show the 
help contents for this command.  
 

>C:¥statgen.psu¥glasso>glasso PLINK -h 
Usage: glasso PLINK [options] 
 
where 'options' is one of: 
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  -h or --help        Print short help message and exit. 
  -v or --version     Print version info and exit. 
  -d or –debug Turn on build-in debugging. 
  -g=<num>            (Required)Indicate the group(chromosome) number for the result. 
  -tped=<in-file>     (Required)Specify a TPED filename exported by PLINK software. 
  -tfam=<in-file>     (Required)Specify a TFAM filename exported by PLINK software. 
  -phe=<in-file>      (Required)Specify a CSV filename for phenotypic data. 
  -znorm=<0|1>        Indicate whether the data of Z columns are normalized. 
  -run=<0|1|2>        Variable selection (1), refit(2) procedure or both(0) of them. By default  
 the refit will be performed after the variable selection is successful finished. 
  -vsret=<in-file>    If the refit will be performed alone, the result of variable selection  
 must be provided. This file is produced by the command of '-run=0'. 
  -cfg=<in-file>      Specify a system configuration. 
  -pcf=<in-file>      Specify a filename for process communication between the command process  
 and the GUI process. 
  -res=<out-file>     Specify a filename for the result dataset in user-defined format, output file. 
  -log=<out-file>     Specify a text filename for the log file, output file. 
  -rdata=<out-file>  Specify a RDATA filename for the result dataset, output file. 
 
Report bugs to <zzw2@psu.edu>. 

 

It looks like many options exist for this command. Actually some of them are common options, e.g. –h, -v, 
-pcf, -cfg, -log and so on. Except these common options, 6 main options are available as shown in the 
following table. All required options are marked in this table. 

 

No Options Description 

1 -g=<num> (Required)Indicate the group (chromosome) number for the result. 

2 -tped=<in-file> (Required)Specify a TPED filename exported by PLINK software. 

3 -tfam=<in-file> (Required)Specify a TFAM filename exported by PLINK software. 

4 -phe=<in-file> (Required)Specify a CSV filename for phenotypic data. 

5 -znorm=<0|1> Indicate whether the data of Z columns are normalized. 

6 -run=<0|1|2> 
Variable selection (1), refit (2) procedure or both of them (0). By default the refit will be performed after the variable 
selection is successful finished. 

7 -vsret=<in-file> 
If the refit will be performed alone, the result of variable selection must be provided. This file is produced by the 
command of '-run=0'. 

 
For the PLINK command, the end-users must provide 4 required options: phenotype file, TPED file, TFAM 
file and group number. The group number is symbol for this dataset. It can be chromosome number or the 
number in other user-defined sequences. The parameter “-znorm” indicates whether the covariates Z have 
been normalized into values between -1 and 1. The PLINK command can be executed in 3 ways: variable 
selection only, refit only and both of them. The parameter “-run” can specify the execution way. If the 
end-users select refit procedure only, they must provide a variable selection result file which is exported by 
variable selection procedure. 
 
Before the PLINK command is called, the end-users should extract the chromosome SNP data from whole 
PLINK dataset and transpose them into TPED and TFAM file. The command is described in the section 3.2.1. 

 

5.2. SIMPLE command 
 

There is just one difference point between the SIMPLE command and the PLINK command. The PLINK 
command can operate PLINK datasets as genotypic data, while the SIMPLE command just can handle the 
SIMPLE datasets. The format of SIMPLE dataset is described in the section 3.2. It is a simple format for the 
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SNP tag which is used in the simulation of the Glasso model. The end-users can use the SIMULATE 
command or use the “simulate” menu in the GUI program to generate the SIMPLE datasets. 
 
The following table lists the main options for the SIMPLE command. The parameter “-snp” is required to 
specify the genotype file. 
 

No Options Description 

1 -g=<num> (Required)Indicate the group (chromosome) number for the result. 

2 -snp=<in-file> (Required)Specify a SIMPLE snp file, it can be simulated by the SIMULATE command. 

3 -phe=<in-file> (Required)Specify a CSV filename for phenotypic data. 

4 -znorm=<0|1> Indicate whether the data of Z columns are normalized. 

5 -run=<0|1|2> 
Variable selection (1), refit (2) procedure or both of them (0). By default the refit will be performed after the variable 
selection is successful finished. 

6 -vsret=<in-file> 
If the refit will be performed alone, the result of variable selection must be provided. This file is produced by the 
command of '-run=0'. 

         

5.3. MERGE command 
Because of the limitation of computer’s memory, it is difficult to put all SNPs into a MCMC process at the 
same time. After the variable selection tasks for every chromosome or group are finished, the end-users need 
to refit these selected variables together. The MERGE command provides the function of merging results, 
filtering variables for refit process and doing a refit process. If just one group or chromosome is analyzed in 
the whole genotypic data, it is unnecessary to do the MERGE command. 
 
The merge command has two main options, one is group number, and another is merge information file.  
 

No Options Description 

1 -g=<num> (Required)Indicate the group(chromosome) number for the result 

2 -mif=<in_file> 
(Required)Specify a mergence information file including the phenotypic file and multiple genotype file and 
corresponding results file. 

 
The merge information file is defined for the Glasso model. It includes the phenotype file, multiple genotype file and 
corresponding results file. The following is an example generated by the GUI program. 

 

#An example for mif file. 

[Main] 

PhenoFile=C:/temp/Rdev/test/fGwas-tmp-0.csv 

bZorm=0 

bLongdt=1 

Count=2 

Refit_norm=0.1000 

 

[Task1] 

GroupId=G01 

TRLS=C:/temp/Rdev/test/fGwas-tmp-0-1.rls 

TSNP=C:/temp/Rdev/test/fGwas-tmp-0-1.snp 

 

[Task2] 

GroupId=G02 

TRLS=C:/temp/Rdev/test/fGwas-tmp-0-2.rls 
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TSNP=C:/temp/Rdev/test/fGwas-tmp-0-2.snpsimu_grps=3 

 
In the MIF file, the parameter “refit_norm” indicates the strength of additive and dominant SNPs which are selected for 
refitting process. The parameter “bZorm” indicates whether the covariate Z is normalized in the phenotype file.  
 

5.4. SIMULATE command 
The SIMULATE command in the Glasso model can generate SIMPLE data files according to the simulation parameters 
defined in the parameter file. Besides data simulation, this command can do variable selection procedure and refit procedure 
within one invocation. The following table lists all main options for this command.  
 

No Options Description 

1 -g=<num> (Required)Indicate the group(chromosome) number for the result 

2 -par=<in-file> (Required)Specify a parameter file for the simulation. 

3 -run=<0|9> 
Data simulation (9) and analysis procedure (0) are available. The analysis includes variable selection and refit 
procedure. By default simulation, variable selection and refit procedure are performed successive. 

4 -znorm=<0|1>        Indicate whether the data of Z columns are normalized. 

5 -pheout=<out-file> Specify a CSV filename for the phenotype dataset, output file. 

6 -snpout=<out-file> Specify a CSV filename for the SNP dataset, output file. 

 

If the end-users want to get the SIMPLE data and phenotype file, parameters “-pheout” and “-snpout” should be specified and 
parameter “-run” should be 9. All parameters are transferred into the Glasso model by the parameter file. Below is an example 
of parameter file. 
 

simu_grps=3 

simu_n= 200 

simu_p= 10 

simu_rho= 0.4 

simu_mu= 13.395, -3.08, 1.875, -3.195 

simu_sigma2= 16 

simu_alpha= 3, 0.145, -2.67, 3.245 

simu_beta = 0 

simu_a_len = 3 

simu_a_pos = 1,2,3 

simu_a_effect[0] = 1.04, 0.885, -2.055, 0.545 

simu_a_effect[1] = 1.17, -0.20, 0.74, -4.715 

simu_a_effect[2] = 1.40, -2.25, 1.00,  0.00 

simu_d_len = 3; 

simu_d_pos   = 3,4,5 

simu_d_effect[0] =1.49, -2.135, 4.82, 1.425 

simu_d_effect[1] =1.045, 1.320, 1.905,  1.535 

simu_d_effect[2] =1.265, -1.225, 2.710, -1.96 

simu_z_range = 30,80 

simu_z_count = 5,12 

 

Above file defines 3 additive SNPs at 50th, 100th and 150th SNP and 3 dominant SNPs at 75th, 125th and 150th 
SNP. Because the Glasso model employs four Legendre polynomials to fit the longitudinal data, so the mean 
effect, every additive and dominant effect are defined by 4 coefficients. The following table gives a 
description for every parameter. 
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Table 1: All Items of parameter object 
 

 

5.5. Common options 
Beside main options for every command, the Glasso model has some common option listed in the following table.  
 

No Options Description 

1 -h or --help Print short help message and exit. 

2 -v or --version Print version info and exit. 

3 -d or –debug Turn on build-in debugging 

4 -cfg=<in-file> Specify a system configuration. 

5 -pcf=<in-file> Specify a filename for process communication between the command process and the UI process. 

6 -res=<out-file> Specify a filename for the result dataset in user-defined format, output file. 

7 -log=<out-file> Specify a text filename for the log file, output file. 

8 -rdata=<out-file> Specify a RDATA filename for the result dataset, output file. 

 
The parameters “-res” and “-log” will be generated by the fGWAS models even if the end-users don’t specify anything for 
them. The fGWAS models will give filenames if they are missing in the option list.  
 
The parameter “-rdata” ask the fGWAS models to output a RDATA format for the results, so that the end-users can load 
RDATA files into the R and do some further analysis. 
 
The parameter “-pcf” is necessary when the Glasso model is controlled by the GUI program. The “-pcf” file is in charge of 
process communication between the GUI program and the fGWAS models. 
 
The parameter “-cfg” specifies a configuration file for the Glasso model which is created by the option dialog in the GUI 
program. 
 

6. References 
(1) Jiahan Li, Runze Li and Rongling Wu. Bayesian Group LASSO for Varying-coefficient Models With 
Application to Functional Genome-wide Association Studies. (working paper) 

No Items Data Type Description 

4 simu_grps Integer Chromosome No. 

1 simu_n Integer Individual count 

2 simu_p Integer Allele count 

3 simu_rho Double 0-1 

5 simu_mu u0,u1,u2,u3 Mean value for y 

6 simu_sigma2 Double Covariance for Єi 

7 simu_alpha u0,u1,u2,u3 Vector α, Discrete covariate values 

8 simu_z_range Integer,interger Zi, Discrete properties for individuals 

10 simu_z_count Integer,interger Xi, Continuous properties for individuals 

11 simu_a_len Integer Vector for additive position 

11 simu_a_pos Integer, integer,… Vector for additive position 

12 simu_a_effect[n] U0,u1,u2,u3 Values for additive effect 

11 simu_d_len Integer Vector for additive position 

11 simu_d_pos Integer, integer,… Vector for additive position 

12 simu_d_effect[n] U0,u1,u2,u3 Values for additive effect 
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(2) PLINK: Whole genome association analysis toolset. http://pngu.mgh.harvard.edu/~purcell/plink/ 
 

7. Appendix: version history. 
3/3/2011: Version 1.0 has been released. 

http://pngu.mgh.harvard.edu/~purcell/plink/�
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